Sensible Breakfast Sandwich
- egg and cheese on wheat english muffin
- egg, cheese, and bacon on croissant
- seafood fettuccine alfredo
- broccoli tofu stir fry

Soup
- garden vegetable

Chefs Table
- lomo saltado

Sensible Selection Hot Bar
- chili lime chicken

Sensible Breakfast Sandwich
- egg and cheese on wheat english muffin
- egg, cheese, and bacon on croissant

Chef’s Table
- sautéed jerk shrimp over red beans and rice

Hot Bar
- grilled jerk chicken

Sensible Breakfast Sandwich
- egg and cheese on wheat english muffin
- egg, cheese, and bacon on croissant

CREATE
- revolution noodle featuring pho
- à la carte burgers and potato chips

Flame
- à la carte

Sensible Breakfast Sandwich
- egg and cheese on wheat english muffin
- egg, cheese, and bacon on croissant

CREATE
- nigerian stew

Hot Bar
- Cajun grilled tilapia

Sandwiches
- butcher + baker | 8.15
- greek salad flatbread
- italian combo
- turkey citrus caprese
- carvery | 9.19
- southern whisky brisket toast